Postural Stability and Responses to Vibrations in Patients After Anterior Cruciate Ligament Surgical Reconstruction
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Summary
The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of surgical reconstruction of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) on postural stability and responses to lower limb (LL) muscles vibrations. Centre of pressure (CoP) was measured in 17 subjects during stance on firm/foam surface with eyes open/closed and during unilateral vibrations of LL muscles (m. triceps surae – TS, m. quadriceps femoris – Q, m. quadriceps femoris and hamstrings simultaneously – QH). The measurements were performed: 1) preoperatively, 2) six weeks and 3) three months after the reconstruction. Decreased postural stability was documented six weeks after the reconstruction compared to preoperative measurement. Three months after the reconstruction significant improvement was observed during stance on foam surface with eyes closed. Preoperatively, altered reactions of LL with ACL lesion compared to intact LL were manifested by slower response in first 3 s of TS vibration and by increased CoP shift in last 5 s of QH vibration. After the reconstruction, we observed slower CoP reaction and decreased CoP shift during TS vibration of LL with ACL lesion compared to preoperative level. Posturography during quiet stance and during TS vibration reliably detect postural changes due to ACL reconstruction and can be potentially useful in clinical practice.
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Introduction
Lesion of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is the most studied ligamentous knee trauma leading to deficiency of proprioception and stability, reduction of muscle strength and functional performance. Ligamentous trauma of weight-bearing joints is not only biomechanical problem in terms of joint instability (Kapreli and Athanasopoulos 2009, Kvist 2008, Kvist 2006, Wikstrom et al. 2006), but presents also deafferentation trauma (Bonfim et al. 2003). Decreased proprioception and increased nociception modulate afferent flow, cause disturbance in the neuromuscular control and affect the motor responses, resulting in dysfunction of the injured limb (Kapreli and Athanasopoulos 2006). Proprioception altered by trauma leads to regulatory dysfunction, delayed muscle reaction and reduced quality of movement coordination, predisposing patient to further trauma and orthopedic disorders arising from overloading (Kolář 2009). Reconstruction of ACL by replacing hamstring graft or patellar ligament restores mechanical stability, but functional deficit remains after the operation, which is the reason why nearly half of the athletes will not return to
the previous level of sports activity (Ardern et al. 2014). Proprioception is discussed topic including different views and results, with restoration occurring from six months (Gholam et al. 2013, Reider et al. 2003) to 12-18 months after the surgery (Angoules et al. 2011).

Close link between sensory and motor functions are known for a long time. Proper somatosensory afferent information is necessary for good posture and targeted movements. Proprioceptive inputs from lower limbs (LL) are generally considered important in the balance control. They inform about quality and characteristics of the support surface and about the position of body segments. They also provide a feedback about on-going moves and detect a disruption of balance (Smiley-Oyen et al. 2007). Vibration of leg muscles (mostly Achilles tendon or m. triceps surae) is one of the commonly used methods for externally induced balance perturbations in healthy individuals (Shanahan et al. 2014, Duclos et al. 2014, Abrahámová et al. 2009, Čapičíková et al. 2006), but less often in patients with knee disorders (Shanahan et al. 2014). Muscle or tendon vibration generates proprioceptive information which is not congruent with actual body position and alters spatial body orientation. It evokes kinesthetic illusion of body movement in standing object and postural response to the vibration is known as vibratory-induced falling (Eklund 1973). Vibratory stimulation of the quadriceps muscle in the leg that has undergone ACL reconstruction was also used for a treatment to enhance body stability (Brunetti et al. 2006). Short-lasting vibratory treatment improved the single-limb standing balance and the extensor muscle torque of the operated leg. In our study, the vibrations of LL muscles were used to detect the ability of the patient after ACL surgical reconstruction to compensate the disturbing input to ankle and knee joint muscles.

The aim of the study was to obtain new knowledge about postural stability and postural responses to LL muscles vibration of patients with anterior cruciate ligament lesion before and after the surgical reconstruction and rehabilitation focused on proprioceptive improvement. We hypothesize the presence of decreased postural stability six weeks and also 3 months after the ACL reconstruction in quiet standing. We also presume that vibrations of knee joint and ankle joint muscles of the LL with ACL lesion will induce altered postural reactions before and after the ACL reconstruction due to impaired proprioception.

**Methods**

Seventeen subjects (15 men, 2 women; mean age 30.5±8.7 years; mean BMI 25.5±3.5) with ACL lesion verified by the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), participated in the study. The average period from the injury to surgery was 27.7 months. The reconstruction of ACL was made by bone-tendon-bone (BTB) graft from patellar ligament. Exclusion criteria were: dislocation of knee joint, lesion of posterior cruciate ligament or collateral ligaments, and history of lower limb surgeries, neurological, vestibular or vascular dysfunctions. Eight patients (47 %) underwent simultaneous surgical treatment of meniscus on LL with ACL. The study was approved by the Local Ethics Committee. Written consent in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki was obtained from all participants.

Posturography was used for evaluation of postural stability and responses to vibrations of LL muscles 1) preoperatively, 2) six weeks and 3) three months after the surgery and rehabilitation. Early rehabilitation program (3-6 weeks after the reconstruction) was realized three times per week for 30 min with the focus on restoration of gait stereotype, knee joint function and proprioception, using elements of neurocognitive rehabilitation. Late rehabilitation program (6-12 weeks after the reconstruction) was realized twice per week for 30 min with the focus on restoration of proprioception, neuromuscular regulation, coordination and muscle strength.

The balance control was measured during quiet stance in four conditions: stance on a firm support surface with eyes open (EO) and closed (EC) and stance on a foam surface (thickness 10 cm) with eyes open (FEO) and closed (FEC) (Lobotková et al. 2013, Abrahámová and Hlavačka 2008). Subjects stood on a force platform, barefoot, feet shoulder-width apart, straight-ahead position, arms by the sides of the body. They were instructed to stand quietly and to breathe normally. Each trial lasted for 50 s. Centre of pressure (CoP) displacement in both directions, anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML), was measured by the custom made force platform with three force transducers inbuilt, equipped with automatic weight correction for different output of CoP. Output signals were sampled by frequency of 100 Hz and recorded online on PC. Five CoP parameters were evaluated using the software MATLAB (MATLAB, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA): amplitude in anterior-posterior (Aap) and medial-lateral (Amil) direction, mean velocity in anterior-
posterior (Vap) and medial-lateral (VmI) direction and line integral (LI), which represents the length of the curve of statokinesigram. Data were statistically analyzed with the software SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). One-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis of CoP parameters in each condition (EO, EC, FEO, FEC) separately. Main factor was: Session (preoperative / after 6 weeks / after 3 months). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustments were performed for further exploration of differences between these three sessions. The level of significance was set at \( p<0.05 \).

**Fig. 1.** Location of vibrators for unilateral vibration applied to the *m. triceps surae* (TS vibration), *m. quadriceps femoris* (Q vibration) and simultaneous vibration of *m. quadriceps femoris* and hamstrings (QH vibration).

Vibrations of LL muscles: *m. triceps surae* (TS vibration), *m. quadriceps femoris* (Q vibration) and simultaneous vibration of *m. quadriceps femoris* and hamstrings (QH vibration) were realized on each LL separately (Fig. 1), measured three times and then averaged. Each condition lasted 30 s (10 s of quiet standing, 10 s of vibration, 10 s of quiet standing). Subject was instructed to stand quietly with eyes open. The frequency of the vibration was 60 Hz with the amplitude of 1 mm. In pilot measurements, frequencies higher than 60 Hz were destabilizing and induced postural strategies with stepping and reaching (Horak 2006), therefore we used frequency of 60 Hz (Abrahámová et al. 2009). The vibrator was DC motor with eccentric rotational load of 5 g, encased in the plastic tube with the high of 9 cm and diameter of 5 cm. Reaction to vibrations was quantified by the shift and slope of CoP displacement in AP direction. The CoP shift (last 5 s of postural reaction to muscle vibration) represents postural orientation induced by the vibration compared to CoP position prior to the vibration. CoP slope (first 3 s of postural reaction to muscle vibration) represents the speed of the reaction to the vibration in AP direction. Repeated measures ANOVA were used for statistical analysis with main factors: ACL lesion (intact LL / LL with ACL lesion) and Session (preoperative / after 6 weeks / after 3 months). Post-hoc multiple comparisons with Bonferroni adjustments were performed for further exploration of differences between sessions for each LL separately. Student’s *t*-test was used for exploration of responses of lower limbs to the vibrations. The level of significance was set at \( p<0.05 \).

**Results**

In four static conditions, decreased postural stability occurred six weeks after ACL reconstruction compared to preoperative measurement. Posturography showed increased CoP parameters values mostly during the stance on firm support surface. ANOVA proved statistically significant effect of the factor Session in parameters: Aml (\( F=3.802, \text{df}=2, p=0.033 \)), Vap (\( F=7.095, \text{df}=2, p=0.003 \)) and LI (\( F=7.019, \text{df}=2, p=0.003 \)) in EO condition and in parameter Vap in EC condition (\( F=4.051, \text{df}=2, p=0.027 \)). Post-hoc multiple comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment proved significant differences (\( p<0.05 \)) between preoperative session and the session 6 weeks after reconstruction in these parameters (Fig. 2A).

Three months after the reconstruction, we observed significant improvement of postural stability compared to the measurement 6 weeks after the reconstruction. Decrease of CoP parameters was evident during the most challenging postural condition: stance on unstable foam surface with eyes closed (FEC). ANOVA showed significant effect of the main factor Session in parameters: Aml (\( F=3.363, \text{df}=2, p=0.047 \)), LI (\( F=3.327, \text{df}=2, p=0.049 \)) and Vml (\( F=4.535, \text{df}=2, p=0.018 \)) in FEC condition. Post-hoc comparisons proved significant differences (\( p<0.05 \)) between the sessions realized 6 weeks and 3 months after the reconstruction in these parameters (Fig. 2B).

Before the surgical reconstruction, different responses of lower limbs to TS vibration were documented. ANOVA showed significant effect of the factor ACL lesion in the CoP slope during TS vibration (\( F=4.702, \text{df}=1, p=0.046 \)). Post-hoc *t*-test revealed slower CoP reaction during the vibration of LL with ACL lesion.
compared to the vibration of intact LL (p=0.003). Different responses of legs to TS vibration were no longer observed after the ACL reconstruction (Table 1, Fig. 3).

Six weeks and three months after the surgical reconstruction, decreased sensitivity to TS vibration was documented in the LL with ACL lesion compared to preoperative measurement. ANOVA proved significant effect of the factor Session (F=3.811, df=2, p=0.034) in CoP shift. Post-hoc multiple comparisons revealed significantly reduced CoP shift six weeks (p=0.039) and three months (p=0.047) after the surgery compared to preoperative session in response to TS vibration of LL with ACL lesion (Table 1, Fig. 3).

Significant effect of the factor Session (F=6.042, df=2, p=0.006) was proved by ANOVA also in CoP slope during TS vibration. Three months after the surgery, slower CoP reaction to TS vibration of LL with ACL lesion was observed compared to preoperative level (p=0.003) (Table 1, Fig. 3).

![Fig. 2. The mean values of CoP parameters (Aml, LI, Vap, Vml) during stance on A firm surface with eyes open (EO) and closed (EC) and during stance on B foam surface with eyes closed (FEC) measured preoperatively (PRE), 6 weeks and 3 months after ACL reconstruction. Data are presented as mean ± SEM; *p<0.05, ***p<0.001.](image)

**Table 1.** The mean values of parameters: CoP shift and CoP slope induced by TS vibration and QH vibration before ACL reconstruction (PRE), 6 weeks and 3 months after ACL reconstruction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TS vibration</th>
<th>CoP shift (cm ± SEM)</th>
<th>PRE</th>
<th>6 weeks</th>
<th>3 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL with ACL lesion</td>
<td>-1.23 (±0.13)</td>
<td>-0.92 (±0.11)*</td>
<td>-0.96 (±0.14)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intact LL</td>
<td>-1.28 (±0.11)</td>
<td>-1.09 (±0.14)</td>
<td>-1.00 (±0.18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoP slope (cm.s⁻¹ ± SEM)</td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL with ACL lesion</td>
<td>-1.00 (±0.13)**</td>
<td>-0.78 (±0.11)</td>
<td>-0.52 (±0.15)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intact LL</td>
<td>-1.49 (±0.17)</td>
<td>-1.04 (±0.21)</td>
<td>-1.03 (±0.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QH vibration</th>
<th>CoP shift (cm ± SEM)</th>
<th>PRE</th>
<th>6 weeks</th>
<th>3 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL with ACL lesion</td>
<td>0.94 (±0.16)†</td>
<td>0.99 (±0.24)</td>
<td>1.03 (±0.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intact LL</td>
<td>0.69 (±0.14)</td>
<td>0.84 (±0.29)</td>
<td>1.00 (±0.31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoP slope (cm.s⁻¹ ± SEM)</td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL with ACL lesion</td>
<td>0.85 (±0.23)</td>
<td>0.84 (±0.16)</td>
<td>1.02 (±0.20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intact LL</td>
<td>0.80 (±0.20)</td>
<td>0.96 (±0.19)</td>
<td>0.91 (±0.27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Marked condition vs. PRE: *p<0.05, **p<0.01; marked condition vs. Intact LL: †p<0.05, ††p<0.01.*
Different responses of lower limbs to QH vibration were observed before the surgical reconstruction. ANOVA showed significant effect of the factor ACL lesion in the CoP shift \( (F=4.189, \ df=1, \ p=0.049) \). Greater CoP shift was documented during QH vibration of the LL with the ACL lesion compared to the vibration of intact LL \( (p=0.049) \) proved by post-hoc t-test (Table 1, Fig. 4). Preoperatively, we did not find different responses of lower limbs to QH vibration. Any other differences neither between reactions of lower limbs nor between sessions were found during Q and QH vibrations after the ACL reconstruction.

**Discussion**

We showed that postural stability in patients with ACL lesion worsened six weeks after the ACL reconstruction with a tendency to return to preoperative level three months after the reconstruction. This was documented by posturography in four static conditions. Vibration of \( m. \ triceps surae \) of lower limb with ACL lesion induced altered postural reactions due to impaired proprioception associated with the ACL surgical reconstruction.

Posturographic measurement showed increased sway velocity in AP direction \( (V_{ap}) \) during stance on firm surface with eyes open and closed; increased postural sway amplitude in ML direction \( (A_{ml}) \) and increased values of LI parameter in EO condition six weeks after the ACL reconstruction. Increase of these parameters indicates higher CoP oscillations, therein decreased postural stability. Postural instability after ACL reconstruction was documented also in previous studies (Kubisz et al. 2011, Ahmed et al. 2011, Herrington and Fowler 2006, Shiraishi et al. 1996). Three months after the surgical reconstruction, significant improvement of postural stability was observed in the most challenging postural condition: stance on foam surface with eyes closed. Amplitude and velocity of CoP in ML direction and also parameter LI significantly decreased compared to the session six weeks after the surgery. Other studies described worsened postural stability after three weeks (Kellis et al. 2011) and even one year (Bonfim et al. 2003) after ACL reconstruction. Though, those patients were tested only during stance on firm surface. In our protocol, posturographic measurement was enlarged with conditions including unstable foam surface with eyes open and closed. The most challenging condition with reduced visual and altered proprioceptive feedback (FEC)
also three months after the reconstruction compared to orientation during TS vibration of LL with ACL lesion. This finding confirms the assumption of proprioceptive deficit in LL with ACL lesion due to proprioceptive normalization. Postural sway (Shumway-Cook and Woollacott 2012). Postural improvement in condition FEC indicates also the improvement of vestibular function, which is dominant during conditions on unstable support surfaces (Horak and Macpherson 1996). Despite the argument of Ashton-Miller et al. (2001) that efficacy of current exercises aimed at improving proprioception was not sufficiently proved, the rehabilitation focused on somatosensory function most likely helped to improve sensory integration, postural stabilization and function of injured knee joint.

Our presumption that vibration of m. triceps surae of LL with ACL lesion will induce significantly different reactions was proved. Speed of the reaction, represented by the CoP slope, showed slower reaction in response to the TS vibration of LL with ACL lesion compared to the vibration of intact LL in preoperative session. This finding confirms the assumption of proprioceptive deficit in LL with ACL lesion due to damaged afferent part of reflexive arc. Worsened postural orientation during TS vibration of LL with ACL lesion was documented by decreased CoP shift six weeks and also three months after the reconstruction compared to preoperative session. Less adapted responses to m. triceps surae vibration may be explained by altered responsiveness of spindles in this muscle (Shanahan et al. 2014). The ACL reconstruction might influence the muscle spindle sensitivity reducing the response to Achilles tendon vibration and cause higher rigidity of injured LL. Persisting proprioceptive deficit after surgical reconstruction was previously documented. The tendency to return to preoperative level was reported after six months (Angoules et al. 2011, Reider et al. 2003), 12 months (Angoules et al. 2011) or 19 months (Gholam et al. 2013). Reaction latency to destabilizing stimulus was found in dynamic posturography even 36 months after the ACL reconstruction (Henriksson et al. 2001). We can presume that period of three months after reconstruction is not long enough for complete restoration process of operated knee joint function and proprioception normalization.

We hypothesized that vibration of knee joint muscles (Q, QH) of LL with ACL lesion will induce different reactions compared to the vibration of intact LL. Although ACL lesion modified postural symmetry and postural reactions to muscle vibrations, our results are not definite. Preoperatively, we observed higher CoP shift during QH vibration of LL with ACL lesion compared to the vibration of intact LL. Increased CoP shift indicates higher instability of injured knee joint. However, lateral differences in reaction to QH vibration were not observed after ACL reconstruction. Vibration of m. quadriceps femoris did not induce significantly different reactions. This finding is in agreement with previous study of Ivanenko et al. (2000). It was proved that vibration effect depends on chosen muscle (its function in postural control hierarchy), sensory context and its actual role and functional context. Probable reason of less pronounced differences in reactions to knee joint muscles vibrations (Q, QH) might be the functional context in which the muscles were examined. Knee joint stabilizers (m. quadriceps femoris, hamstrings) might have more important role in dynamic conditions, e.g. walking (Ivanenko et al. 2000). Also Shanahan et al. (2014) did not observe different CoP displacement in response to vibration of quadriceps muscle in patients with knee osteoarthritis compared to healthy subjects. Surprisingly they found changes in response to vibration of the plantar flexor muscles (m. triceps surae). They explained these findings by the limited contribution of somatosensory information from the knee and quadriceps muscle to balance control in quiet stance. In quiet standing, the role of knee joint muscles and proprioceptive information from this area is not as important as the role of ankle joint muscles. In quiet standing, the ankle joint strategy (Horak 2006) has the dominant role. Another possible reason for less definite results from knee joint muscles vibrations (Q, QH) might be vibration frequency of 60 Hz. Previous studies proved that velocity and amplitude of postural reactions are directly proportional to used vibration frequency (AbrahámOVÁ et al. 2009, ČAPIČIKOVÁ et al. 2006). Vibrations with higher frequency would probably evoke more pronounced reactions. Accompanying surgical treatment of meniscus in eight patients might also modify the proprioceptive deficit after the reconstruction and thus influence the results. The coincidence of ACL and meniscus lesion is high (30-40 %), thus we did not exclude these patients from the study. Also vision (eyes open) could play an important role in reweighting of sensory information
causing less manifested changes in responses to vibrations. The question of reference leg should be also taken into account. The postural system may adopt a voluntary or possibly reactive strategy, involving the transfer of body weight to the non-vibrated limb in order to avoid the perturbing effect of the vibrations. Nevertheless, proprioceptive input from the non-perturbed leg does not completely prevent the anterior-posterior displacement induced by vibration (Duclos et al. 2014), but still might misrepresent the final effect of the vibration.

According to the results we can conclude that postural stability of patients with ACL lesion worsened 6 weeks after ACL surgical reconstruction. Three months after the reconstruction and focused rehabilitation, the improvement of postural stability was observed during the stance on unstable (foam) support surface with eyes closed. Vibration of ankle joint muscle (m. triceps surae) of LL with ACL lesion induced altered postural reactions preoperatively and also after the ACL reconstruction due to impaired proprioception. Posturographic measurements in static conditions and with the vibrations of m. triceps surae can reliably detect postural instability and the ability of the patient to compensate the disturbing vibratory inputs to ankle joint muscles. These measurements can be potentially useful in clinical practice in patients after ACL reconstruction.
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